
City of Hope 
Content & Digital Marketing  
Case Study

I consulted at City of Hope National Medical Center in Duarte, CA, 
one of the nation's foremost research and treatment institutions in 
the fight against cancer and other deadly diseases.  For 6 months, I 
served as pro tem Executive Director, Creative Planning & Strategy.

My accomplishments there included…

•  Creating and managing their first integrated content calendar 

to drive cross-team integration across web, social media and 
other content implementations.

•  Reworking their entire website’s primary content (180+ pages) 
to be branding and SEO-compliant, and advising on UX/UI 
enhancements to align to new branding and with content/
inbound marketing best practices.

•  Developing new design/writing guidelines for content.
•  Managing outside agencies and consultants on inbound 

marketing implementation, including persona development 
and platform evaluation. 

•  Leading re-design and editing for donor communications, 
including their donor magazine, CityNews.

•  Revamping the internal creative studio and establishing newer, 
more efficient intake and delivery processes, including a new 
digital asset management (DAM) system.

•  Implementing their first awareness-targeted email campaign 
to drive virality and nationwide visibility.

•  Writing scores of content, advertising and marketing 
elements, from patient education brochures to videos, ads, email 
newsletters and more.

•  Developing various stakeholder and internal communications 
campaigns





CityofHope.org Web Content Revision

One major task? For me to re-write and re-design the primary pages of the 
website to follow new branding/messaging guidelines, and to have those 
pages follow content best practices and SEO.

The result? I re-worked 180+ pages of the website to improve UX/UI, content 
delivery and conversion.  On the next few pages, see just a few of them.






City of Hope Content
Calendar Development

I developed an interactive content calendar to allow 
this integration, which we then transitioned intoan  

Oracle Marketing Cloud-based platform.

Amazingly, there was no central/master 
content calendar to help different 

teams integrate their efforts.

As you can see by the empty months, 
forward content  planning hadn’t been 

a focus of theirs prior to my 
involvement.



CityofHope.org Revision:
Fixing Navigation

Adding a 
dropdown 

navigation menu 
was a big step 
forward for the 

site’s UX/UI
Image links and 

clean, clear 
buttons and icons 

were added to 
navigation



Cleaned-up, 
easier-to-read 

siderail 
navigation – an 
improvement to 
the general site 

template

I wrote and edited 
180+ pages of 

interior copy on the 
site to make it 

more engaging, 
readable, and 

compliant with 
best practices for 

inbound marketing 
content.

Adding callout 
and content link 

widgets helped in 
making long-

copy pages more 
readable

Content 
throughout the site 

needed to be cut 
back, tightened up 

and made UX-
friendly

CityofHope.org Revision:
Content Format Improvements



CityofHope.org Revision:
Home Page UX/UI Improvement

We simplified the 
page, removing 
chunks of copy 
and clutter that 
impeded a more 

directive user 
journey

Elevating and 
streamlining 
these icons 

expedited user 
navigation

Adding this 
blogroll/carousel 

allowed us to 
merchandise the 
huge amount of 

content available

A more graphic 
and linear 

‘donation’ bar 
expedites 

engagement, too

It’s the little 
things – like 

setting a uniform 
design grammar 

for pages, 
content, buttons, 

frames, etc.



Our key update/story would be featured 
above the fold and would include a 

video or slideshow

City of Hope 
Content Hub 
Development
I pushed for a content/news 
“front page” to enhance the user 
experience for patients, families, 
physicians and media alike.  
Here’s a design comp.

Search was elevated (though it was 
stacked on the right siderail in other 

design explorations)

The page grid would leverage color and 
image variety for a better browsing 
experience, with “category tabs” on 

some items 



I wrote and edited the entire campaign, 
focused on actual City of Hope patient 

stories, breakthroughs and other more.

City of Hope Email/
SMM Integration

I led creation of an email 
newsletter campaign where twice-
weekly emails delivered items 
designed to drive virality and 
(eventual) donations.

Each was designed to be highly 
sharable, to build our presence outside 

the SoCal catchment area

Donations were a secondary focus of 
the messages, which were also re-

published to social media channels. 



City of Hope Email/
SMM Integration

I wrote the entire series and also 
developed our  email campaign 

calendar tied to key events and dates, 
such as Mother’s Day.



One of many 
logo designs 
explored for 

the portal

Simplified and 
streamlined UX 
featuring their 

browsing history, 
their Salesforce 

Chatter 
integration, 

favorite pages 
and more.

This became a 
slideshow/

carousel 
featuring 
regularly-
updated 

announcements

As with the 
consumer-facing 

site, creating a 
uniform visual 
grammar and 

style was critical

City of Hope Intranet Re-Design

A design comp showing UX/UI and sub-branding explorations for the 
home page for City of Hope’s extensive intranet.


